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Arc browser android tv

ARC Browser ARC Browser is a rom collection browser and frontend emulator that manages a database of all your games, presented in a user friendly way, and allows you to play with your favorite emulators. Suitable for both phones and tablets (as long as you have a gamepad), Android arcade cabinets
and of course Android TV! Hi guys! I just made a short video to show you my personal configuration of the FRONTEND ARC Browser for Android devices (I used my Mad Catz M.O.J.O. console). Main features:25 consoles covered (Atari Jaguar emulation is still horrible on RetroArch, so I decided to
scrape games just for completion)Fully loaded (almost every console has its own Rom-Set, except of course for PlayStation, Dreamcast, DS and PSP)3D Box Graphics style for every game in the collection (I disabled automatic graphics download and used HyperSpin 3D cover packs directly)Custom
overlays and grid icons for all Visual Fidelity Consoles (filters, shaders and overlays were combined to recreate and the ultimate nostalgic gaming experience)In response to some of you who were concerned about the overall performance of the user interface with so many games to upload, in the last part
of my video I decided to test the overall softness and responsiveness of ARC Browser by randomly scrolling and moving between systems... apart from a few little cover-rendering stutters during the parchment of some game collections, no problem at all! You can read more details in the video description.
Enjoy the show and let me know what you think! I hope you like it! ;)VIDEO -&gt; 2 34 comments local_offer View on Play Store This application has been mentioned in 31 Comments with an average of 2.87 upvotes property
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